Typical Gibhs phenomenon nia.nifests itself by appearance of overshoots and undershoots around the jump discontinuities. It is well known that the first maximum and minimum of approximation of the si9nu.m function by the truncated Fourier integral is 1.17898 and 0.9028 respectively, which divided to the jump discontinuity correspond to 8.95% the Gihbs overshoot and to 4.86% undershoot. We proved that the Gibhs overshoot of any integral wavelet transform is less than 8.95%; if i n t o gral wavelet transform is defined by tight wavelet, then the Gihhs overshoot does not exceed 7.07%. When the integral wavelet transform is defined by the Shannon wavelet, the Gihbs overshoot and undershoot equals to 7.07% and I .73%. We have found compactly supported orthogonal wavelet having filter length 10, that defines dyadic wavelet expansion having bigger the Gihhs overshoot then the one of the Fourier integral.
INTRODUCTION
The well-known Gibhs phenomenon was first discovered hy Henry Wilhrahain [1] in 1848, and after ha,lf century the famons physicist Josian W. Gibhs 121 explained its presence in the output of the supposedly extremely accurate harmonic analyzer of Albert A. Micelson and S.W. Stratton in 1898 131. In lossy image compression the Gihhs phenomenon is undesirable and it manifests itself as a ripple type distortions near sharp edges. As an advantage of the Gihhs phenomenon we can mention its applica,tion for image enhancement and edges (contours) detection. Roerdink and Zwaan [4] had nsed appearance of the overshoots and undershoots for enhancement of image of the heart cross section. In Magnetic Resonance Imaging this technique helped to sharpen edges defining the affected area from the surrounding healthy tissue of the heart 141. Bauer [5] applied the Gibhs phenomenon for more precise determination of a shock (or shocks) in wave propagation.
In this paper we made an attempt take a look at the Gihhs phenomenon in wavelet expansions or approximations that are widely used in digital sound, image and video processing.
THE GIBBS PHENOMENON IN INTEGRAL FOURIER AND WAVELET APPROXIMATIONS
The integral Fourier transform
and the inverse Fourier transform
1, are well defined as square integrable functions for square integrable over (-co,M) signals z ( t ) and z"(f). The sign.um fnnction sgn(t), which is a standard function in the Gihhs phenomenon analysis, has the Fourier transform in the sense of distributions. The trnncated Fourier integral of sgn(t), with the integral in (2) being forced to have J%te symmetric limits of integration, is A .
where Si is the sine integral function. 
GIBBS BOUNDS OF DYADIC WAVELET EXPANSIONS
Let's assume till the end of this paper that wavelets under consideration are reabvahed. If $ is a tight dyadic wavelet with constant A = 1 , then q~ will he called
normalized. Any normalized dyadic wavelet defines on L2(-03, CO) the following expansion [8]:
A formal application of (20) for the signum function gives m 2
Ili,0$(23t). (21)

= -m
To he (21) a valid representation of sgn(t) we need in an additional assnrnption ahout $.
Theorem 3 Let $ i s a tight dyadic wavelet satisfying
Th.en for any t E (-w, 00)
Using convergence conditions lacality it is easy to understand that behavior aronnd t = 0 of It is easy to verify that the hounds of the Gihhs phenomenon of the Shannon dyadic wavelet expansion of sgn(t) coincide with those of the Fourier integral. Really, the representation of (24) in Fourier domain looks (26) and substitution of $" into (26) gives So, the partial sum (24) of the Shannon dyadic expansion of the signum function coincide with the one of the Fourier integral, which is taken a t point X = 2P-l. Since the first maximum and minimum of (5) does not depend on X > 0, the bounds of the Gibbs phenomenon I -1019 of the Shannon dyadic expansion and the Fourier i n t e gral coincide.
The dyadic wavelet expansion gives a recipe of reconstruction of any finit.eenergy signal x from its integral wavelet transform , $( , , f) nsing the freqnency sa,inples f = &2j, j E Z. The discrete wavclet expansioii solves this problem using only values x $ ( 2 -j n , Z j ) , n>.7 E z.
Let suppose wavelet expansion are genemted by Compactly Supported Tight Wavelet $ which is defined by twwscale relation with 2N filter length. Uiifortunately only for N = 1 and in some exceptional cases for N > 1 an analytical form of compactly snpported tight wavelets can be found. Therefore we used some nnmerical method for estimation of the Gihhs hounds of the wavelet expansions.
Let us give a formal definition of the glohal Gibhs overshoot and undershoot and their geometric mean. then dyadic wavelet expansion of the signum fiinction pointwise converges, and the Gibhs overshoot of integral wavelets expa,nsion is always smaller than the one of dyadic wavelet expansion. There exists orthogonal wavelets, with filter length 2 N = 10, that define dyadic wa.velet expansions with the Gibhs overshoot bigger than the one of the Fourier integral.
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